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General Wisdom

4. NO ONE IS ABOVE THE LAW. SO IT IS WRITTEN. SO IT SHALL BE DONE.

5. Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth.

70. A moral code of ethics seen to be believed not, believed but not seen is the ideal and the only acceptable outcome.

338. The people of United Kingdom should empower themselves with their rights as citizens, namely to live as free citizens and not as slaves to the system.

350. The removal of Human Rights, once experienced, propels one towards a degree of radicalisation. The radicalisation of an individual becomes a magnet to others who are finding themselves similarly dispossessed. Magnetic alignment, once on the move, generates a wave of energy that can topple any human construct – including those that have been established to defraud others of their Human Rights. We are drawn here together for such a purpose.

369. It seems a distance is growing between those working in several institutions and the public they serve. These institutions are foundation to any chance of an integrated society and those
working in them should be proud to serve their public with honest endeavour. We have seen with the banks that when any semi-independent body begins working without either an ethical code or outside scrutiny, then the lowest forms of selfishness are encouraged. We as a society stand together or fall together.

378. Long Live the Queen!!!
396. Democracy, not plutocracy.
399. Let’s get back to being Great Britain again...
839. NO ONE IS ABOVE THE LAW!!!!!!
1150. Ubuntu (Humanity to Others) - African life philosophy.

1219. Things aren’t always what they seem are they? That’s why when reading this think outside the box and make your own decision. Don’t be a sheep, read, digest, think for your self!
1241. I am living the New World Order lie.
1248. In a civilized society why is it that our leaders fail to lead by example and walk their talk???
1251. There is no justice world-wide now we have the New World Order alongside Common Purpose.

**Advocating Monetary Reform**

6. Interest free credit from the Government, for the Government should be targeted at productive capacity, not speculative. I agree. As a committed pacifist, I would insist that it should be categorically prohibited for the purchase of, or the manufacture of arms.

99. The Bank of England’s Owners (Rothschilds, etc.) are at the Root of All Evil.....

1104. Our Government and Queen have committed treason - signing away Magna Carta / Bill of Rights to EU without the people’s consent. Why do we have to buy money from the Central Bank? Let Treasury print our own.

1237. Money is a fraud. It enslaves a nation when its government allows it to be printed by private banksters whose aim is to enslave the nation in debt. The UK could print its own money but the private bankers would not allow it; for there would be no interest to pay anyone. When JFK suggested that the USA print its own money he was silenced. We live in a corrupt corporate world where very powerful evil people keep the nations enslaved in a false debt to unnamed banksters, who run the political elite.

1247. Lord Stamp a former director of the Bank of England admitted that the banking systems of today’s “modern nations” are unjust and oppressive: “Banking,” he said, “was conceived in iniquity and born in sin. Bankers own the earth. Take it away from them, but leave them with the power to create money, and with a flick of a pen they will create enough to buy it all back again...(therefore) if you wish to remain the slaves of bankers and continue to pay for the cost of your own slavery then allow bankers to create money from thin air...”

**Criticising the Judiciary**

10. Lawyers and some members of the Judiciary, the Court Service and the Insolvency Service are involved in racketeering, stripping HM Subjects of their hard earned savings and assets through spurious litigation and fraudulent Court documents, making victims appeal and then penalise
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them for appealing without due process of law based on facts. The police are stopped from investigating the crimes because of the memorandums of understanding between the Law Society and the various bodies.

15. The Judicial Mafia are the kingpins of corruption in Britain.

18. Five high court & court of appeal judges reported to Met.Police for various acts of fraud under the Fraud Act (2006), also reported to ECHR for breaches of Article 6. All five judges supported a thoroughly dishonest Solicitor Defendant. I am in serious danger of losing my house.

19. The reforms are long overdue.

21. The Judiciary of England & Wales is guilty of perverting the due process of Justice.

30. The crumbling Judicial System has robbed us of more than 8 years of our right to enjoy peace of mind in our own home, because of the voracious banking hyenas 'snapping at our heels'.

29. The MAGNA CARTA is the voice of common sense, which has been lost by the Judiciary and 'New World Order mis-governments', who are all being manipulated by idle and myopic banksters: 'By their fruits ye shall know them'. We don't only "know" them, we're ready to show them that we have a far, far better way of doing things, an intelligent way that serves everyone.

34. I am truly shocked at how much corruption there is in the courts.

38. Our country's judicial system is now in serious meltdown simply due to the greed and deceit of a few too many enjoying positions of privilege.

47. In the UK we have no effective remedy against abuse of power. The word 'effective' is significant as there may be remedies we are told but they are not effective and are not meant to be. We are governed by 'tricks of the trade' and tyranny into slavery, not by law. In his essay 'Down and out in Paris and London' George Orwell wrote: "any injustice, sooner than let that mob loose." We are likely looked upon as a mob and 'they in their ignorance are afraid of us,' Orwell explains.

60. There is an entrenched practice of serious wrongdoing in the judiciary and there has been no consideration of the facts, law and legal arguments presented. The Court of appeal judges namely Alan Ward, Stephen Richards, Anthony Hughes, and Nicholas Wilson, down to the Circuit Court judges Terry Earnshaw, Lesley Newton and judge Appleby, have amply demonstrated by their course of action that they do not take violence against women and children seriously.

66. It is about time oppression from the Controlling Elite was challenged with all the corruption and fraud committed by people in supposedly high positions of authority.

68. Over 20 years of struggling for justice and over 50 judges ignoring the rule of law.

73. Corruption, treason and paedophilia throughout the system must be exposed. We are many, they are few.

79. If those involved in the various legal processes referred to in this petition acted lawfully, this country would be a much safer and more pleasant place in which to live. The current legal process is sullied by corruption and deception at the highest level and appears to be designed to enrich the most dishonest players.

81. Justice systems globally are too easily influenced by corrupt legal agents and practices. There needs to be more realistic monitoring and fair control.

90. The law is corrupt. Only being applied to the working class.
105. I am afraid it is going to take a lot more than this petition to change anything. But a start has to be made. My own experience reveals that the Police should be included in this lack of accountability and gross corruption. In league with the Law Society they perverted the course of Justice. Having given proof to both bodies and been 'done over' by the IPCC, both bodies end up saying 'so sue us'. Google Sue Law, follow through to article by Joshua Rozenburg in Telegraph, see my comments.

113. In the time of Joe Chamberlain (see Enoch Powell’s masterpiece) laws were repealed when no longer needed...with justice defaulting back to Common Law. Controversial measures like the 1882 Crimes Act came back for parliamentary scrutiny after 5 years. 300 years further back is the Usury Act of 1571. Class actions (400 years of threefold damages) should take down most of the UK banking companies masquerading as (judicial) persons. Go to www.cesc.net and click on Swabey or Tawney for more information.

123. The legal systems civil and criminal of our country are a danger to the well being of our society. Corruption and self interest being endemic.

184. The corruption in the English legal system is absolute, from the Solicitors and Barristers to the Magistrates and judges. It can only lead to revolution. The British Government is now using psychological warfare against its own citizens to target individuals.

189. The judicial system is corrupt up to the eyeballs and we have had first hand experience with the corruption that goes on in the courts.

199. Stop the corruption and erosion of our common law and common sense....

218. The unlawful and unconstitutional actions of the Child Support Agency and HMCS must be investigated immediately.

332. 6 judges reported to police for misfeasance in public office, tantamount to the obstruction of justice. Section 2; 3 & 4 f the Fraud Act 2006 also applies.

480. solicitors are groomed at public schools from aged 7 as well as the diplomatic system etc. remember the Cambridge 3 ,did they see how tainted Britain was and turn into soviet agents in revenge. Very sad.

803. It is time that the British people had returned to them Justice for the victims and severe punishment for those who commit heinous crimes in order to act as a deterrent. If someone receives a Life Sentence, that person should be locked away for life. Although the Victorian period was not perfect, when a murder was committed the 'Mob and Police' would be after the perpetrator and heaven help him!

1079. Justice Please! 2RK6

1149. My experiences in the court service, law society and solicitors have been appalling. Who do we turn to for professional guidance and help?

1151. This corrupt system has lost me my home and any faith I ever had in the police and court system of the UK. The people of this country need to stand together against this corruption for the sake of our children’s future.

1152. The entire legal profession, starting from Judges, court clerks, solicitors & Advocates should all be revamped. I have witnessed the most horrible illegal corrupt dealings where party litigants are forced to represent themselves, once the solicitor had screwed the legal aid board & dumped the client.
1167. The whole of our legal profession is a sham, also a complete waste of Taxpayers Money. beginning with false Bankruptcies, paedophiles, wrong court procedures, Solicitors deliberately dragging court cases out in order to obtain loads of Money from the Legal Aid Board which is apparently run by solicitors. All this needs to be reviewed in order for the British Citizens to be allowed to have their cases all reheard.

1168. This is an 85 year old Lady, whose son was illegally made Bankrupt, & I also have been a victim of the Scottish Courts. In fact, I am now disabled, but still travel miles to attend unfair Court hearings. When will they learn, we are all human beings with feelings, even if they haven't. Our Governments should take a long hard look at the way we supported our country when it was known as Great Britain, but, no longer Great Britain.

1205. Security required to bring UK Courts up to ECHR Standards. Also needed are tape recordings to ensure people are receiving fair hearings & transcripts of one’s case given freely to all who appear in UK Courts. This will help to prevent the corruption operating in the UK Courts Evidence of cases are needed in order to appeal to Higher Courts, such as the Supreme Court/House of Lords.

1246. The whole Family Secret Court system reeks of corruption Greedy self-serving solicitors the only winners.

1253. Lord Goldsmith the previous attorney general should be held accountable for the perjury which is committed in the courts by police and gov officials and health workers in order to suppress the evidence and to evade hefty compensations for the loss of careers of innocent workers who blew the whistle on corruptions and discrimination. The GMC should be investigated by a public enquiry concerning its fitness to practice panels and the interim order panel.

**Reporting Misery and Grievances**

14. I too am a victim of out and out fraud/theft of property from myself/family and others =10 of millions of £’s increasing and ongoing! Allowed to remain wilfully concealed/suppressed to this day; by misfeasance/malfeasance of certain Lawyers the Malfeasance of THE former OSS, The SRA, The Judiciary, The Police, certain Politicians, certain Public Authorities and Her Majesties Court Service; Ho I nearly forgot The Equality and Human Rights commission! and my former legal Insurers....The MSL...

22. I was robbed of my home and possessions by 15 corrupt Bureaucratic High Court Judges. The following government agents have also blacklisted my email address: - The Independent (sic) Police Complaints Commission (IPCC). The Court Service (HMCS) and the Office for Judicial Complaints (OJC). Therefore, as an ethnic Irishman in the UK, I am being denied access to Justice and crucial services; having been terrorised and robbed of my home and possessions by Bureaucratic Government Servants’.

31. I’ve watched my parents suffer at the hands of the corrupt Banking Regime (who feed off the Judicial Regime) to a terrible degree whilst growing up, these past 8 years. The true 'cost' of that can never been known, or understood by anyone, until they themselves experience it and are in the 'firing line'.

37. Since the original criminal act of aiding and abetting his client’s deceptions by a so called 'professional' person, all that I have experienced from lawyers and judges alike is one 'cover up' after another. I lost my home and property, - everything that I had - to a fraudster who gained his own
home at no cost at all to himself, and who could never ever have succeeded in his blatant deceptions without being aided and abetted by lawyers and 'professionals.  

http://colinpetersbd40jh.tripod.com

46. I am a victim of the British police state.

50. I like many thousands have been a victim of corruption and dishonesty by individuals of the legal industry, and the judicial system. This was carried out in the interest of money, power, and greed. This must be addressed in the public interest. Bring back honesty and integrity for the security of everyone of us.

129. I am a victim of Organophosphate [OP] poisoning. Denied treatment compensation etc. Having records of over 1,000 dead, now in the House Of Commons, I have been told by my MP, it has to be kept covered up and the Government wants me to go away and die.

163. This is a system in which a 76 yr old can be tossed out of her home fraudulently.

190. I have been the victim of the CSA/CMEC for 10 years. I have all ready paid thousands of pounds in divorce and also taxes and N.I. contributions. Why am I being asked to pay again. Financial matters concerning my children are between me, my children and their mother. It has absolutely nothing to do with a bogus company and bogus officials. I want all the money that I have paid to date returned with interest! Parliament should be bulldozed and the people of this country should have more say.

248. My horrendous and very traumatic experience since 2002 with (among others) a tribunal, three courts and the police - as the INNOCENT VICTIM OF ORGANISED CRIME - is detailed on my website 
http://www.leasehold-outrage.com  
Among many events, it has also led to my having a death threat hanging over my head (since 15 Jun 09 - detail in My Diary 2009) The State tells us to "defer to the courts and let justice take its course", BUT: the courts are NOT there for the 'little people'.

348. This Grand Jury is a must for the UK but it must cover Scotland, England, Wales and Northern Ireland. I like many thousands of others have been abused by the Police, locked up in Police Stations, charged with fictitious crimes, cases been abandoned because of no evidence or witnessed. I have no criminal record, I have been abused by criminals, evicted from my home, by a corrupt housing association, my contents destroyed over £30.000.00 being denied medical treatment. I am homeless and destitute.

433. Court does not differentiate between Solvent and Insolvent, I am one of the victims of solicitors' wrong doings.

740. I have today witnessed the unlawful criminal possession of Swift Barn LN4 3BQ, a property belonging to Paulette Cooper, by a mob including 3 police officers and a number of court staff, locksmiths and others purporting to be Court Bailiffs acting under the authority of Lincoln County Court without appropriate documentation and no court hearing attended by Mrs Cooper.

741. I was today a witness as Ms Paulette Cooper was evicted from her property by about 8 people including 3 police officers. This appears to me to have been done with excessive force. Ms Cooper told the police officers that what was happening was against the law and showed them evidence but they ignored her.

1078. Elderly Lady 76 years of age her house stolen by bailiffs without Court Order, thrown out unlawfully 2 weeks before Christmas this lady owed nothing in the way of mortgage her title was absolute. Fraudulent documents were used in court against her to persuade the court there were arrears outstanding. Thrown out of her own home without warm clothing, just her & dog. Friend put
her up for short time, but, now this 76 year old lady is now homeless, & sleeping in her car with her Dog. I am outraged.

1129. Mrs Little having now computer asked me to record that third parties have blighted her property that is no fault whatsoever of hers. She pays her Council Taxes and yet her property has been blighted & cannot be sold. She has no access as. It has been unlawfully taken from her with her drainage system that creates continued flooding problems to her property. She has been abused and assaulted by her neighbours and documents recently stolen from her property. Monmouth Council is to blame.

1197. In UK courts, politicians, bankers, hospitals, police, social workers are murdering children, people. Very soon it will be over with their crimes. These well known pervert murderers must be exposed & we good people can not let them to go in hiding, because they will leave seeds for crime repetition. when they realise what crime they have done on the children and other people. They might commit suicide as they will be very suicidal. But before that, they have to face justice and hopefully rehabilitation.

1207. I am an elderly Gent of 79 & homeless. I sleep where I can. I am denied a pension from the state, yet, I am true British. A Lawyer deliberately destroyed my medical records, & the Court of Sessions try to bamboozle me. There is no Justice here in Scotland whatsoever.

1208. I was hit by a car driven by a drugged driver, taken to Poole Hospital who then stopped me seeing a Neurologist despite nurses begging the doctor to refer me. The Hospital aided by my lawyers Lester Aldridge, then covered up the fact. Years later prior to settling my claim a syrinx was found on my spine which was covered up by my barrister and lawyer and the hospital, and I was not told. I am a disabled brain injured woman who was then bullied into settling my claim saving them over a million£.

1210. In reading all the comments, on this petition, I would like to add my own. Just like everyone else, I have been a victim of crooked solicitors, in fact, my medical records were tampered with. I tried to obtain Justice by approaching my MSP to no avail, the MPs also MPs have no interest in the ordinary working class people only their own pockets, these so called people supposed to act in our interest, are acting for themselves only. A complete shame what they have done to GB, yes, also Parliaments.

1215. I was personally made bankrupt illegally by Sheriff Peter G.B. McNeil in Edinburgh Sheriff Court on 21 December 1992. I was prevented by Sheriff McNeil from showing cause why sequestration should not be awarded, contrary to Section 12(2) of the Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act 1985. Moreover, the Oath by Creditor was not signed, contrary to Section 11(1) of the same Act. I persistently pointed these facts out to the courts, including the Court of Session, over the next 10 years, all to no avail.

1244. Victim of Keydata/FSA/Park Row Associates - none of these bodies will accept responsibility for my current loss of income and potential loss of over £100K in life savings. They prevaricate whilst I worry and juggle my finances to keep us afloat.

1249. I won my case in 2006, against 10 highly corrupt sinister satanic behaving companies, namely, NTL (now trading as Virgin Media) SMG Scottish media groups, Russells, Bindman & Prts and others, but despite my victory 9 bundled of evidence and 14 witness statements were covered up.. Judge Pumphrey who ruled in my favour was found dead.52 people were murdered on London tubes by the
very same guilty criminals. They operate in high media positions, thus spun the public lies. I am under surveillance.

1266. My autistic daughter was unlawfully kicked out of school at 14-years-old and received no further education. The Police unlawfully kicked her out of our home age 18. She has never been in trouble in her life. The Coventry County Court covered this up on 20th August 2010 and created False Data on their records. She is one of many children abused by Coventry Authorities. The Police run the UK, not the Government.

**Expressing General Frustration**

20. We the law abiding citizens have been screwed for too long by these crooks. It's about time we got justice!!!

42. You won’t end corruption working within the system...you have to change the system.

55. Al Capone knew the score.

58. We need lawful rebellion.

59. I support the Justice for Linda Lewis Campaign as well as all other injustice against the people.

62. It is about time Her Majesty and Her Authorities "nailed their colours to the mast" and spoke out for the oppressed majority of the British people. Democracy needs to be re-established; at the moment justice in this country has sunk to the level of a "banana republic"!

106. I would also wish there to be an inquiry into the involvement of Local Government Authorities, too, using such tactics in order to destroy innocent people. It would seem this aspect has been overlooked, but frequently forms part of the process of financial destruction.

206. It’s about time this got sorted. Our system is a poor joke at the minute. It’s time for a change.

251. The current situation is a farce and signifies the beginning of a huge backlash.

351. Most of you just don't get it. The Queen is the head patron of World Freemasonry. She is the head of the world’s biggest gang of criminals. Fact, Freemasonry is all designed to protect the criminal elite and their plunder. Google "The Christ Messenger (18th April 2010)" and follow the trail. Do nothing and they win.

352. Make Britain HONEST. Make it GREAT. Make if FREE. Prove it is The Kingdom of Integrity, not an off-shore colony of EU. Destroy the Police State.

397. We the people have been screwed long enough; mainly due to our ignorance; now the time is ours! America has its Militia’s and i am certain it is about time England had ours! It is clear the shyster ruling New World Order will not agree to anything willingly, so i believe it is about time we the people stood for what is rightly ours! Freedom; Rights; Honesty and Integrity! If we must we will have to take by force all that is our God given rights! Patriot

904. Law needs to be protected and everyone is equal in every possible way. UK needs to protect everyone.

909. The Queen is a bad mother.

933. We need a judicial and financial system with which all members of our society have total faith and trust. At the present time this is not the case.
954. The United Kingdom has been hi-jacked by the legal mafia. A mafia of senior police officers, judges, solicitors, barristers, court personnel, and civil servants of local authorities and other government departments. They use the Insolvency Service & bogus bankruptcies to steal citizens’ assets, stocks, shares, bank accounts and homes, properties etc. Because HM Court Service and Excise & Customs are used for these thefts, frauds & persecutions, the ordinary citizen cannot believe the truth!

993. What a total disgrace, & insult to our people who fought & died in WW2. My father died at the hands of the Japs, my step father fought the Germans, there were absolutely thousands of brave soldiers who gave their lives, in order for Peace & Justice. WHAT JUSTICE? Churchill & my father would turn in their grave, at what is happening to the people of our cheated UK. As a victim myself, cheated out of Justice, being robbed of my livelihood, no doubt plenty of others also, not only property but, livelihoods.

1157. http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/blogs/jefflcbbamad-lemming

1175. I am a very elderly Respectable Gentleman living between Scotland & England. The people put into Government to protect us, are the very same people who are cheating & robbing my friends. Disgusted. Our Governments must act against these people by bringing them to account, & right the wrong which has been done to decent hard working UK Citizens who have been the victims.

1176. There are only two things wrong in the UK: Ever-rising corrupt courts and no honest stated public duty by those supposed to be working on our behalf - Where when they will not listen, the only answer is lawful people power.

1198. There are so many unscrupulous lawyers, employers large and small who collude against employees injured, or employment problems, or financially, employment tribunals. Also just look at what’s been going on parliament with MPs’ expenses, rents & mortgages. It’s disgraceful so many families/individuals lives ruined by them.

1209. The UK has an absolute cheek to question the rule of, and corruption, in other countries. I am quite sure that no other country is as corrupt as the UK. There are an abundance of subjects that are totally disillusioned with life in this country and neither the queen nor the government seem to care. Happy subjects and a harmonious society are the result of a caring ruler and government. The only happy people in the UK are the rich and powerful who can buy verdicts to stop justice being done.

1220. I totally agree, with the corruption in the UK Courts, & mental Health issues should be looked at carefully, as there are innocent people locked up in mental health Hospitals when they should not be there. Also social Workers who have been known to make evidence up, in order to have a poor victim locked up unnecessarily, & a waste of tax payers money.

1233. It is certain that ordinary law abiding citizens who litigate are being picked clean by the legal profession and the politicians do nothing. This is the reason for the so called independence of the two. It is not there to defend Democracy but to make sure that it will not be uncovered that our freedoms are a sham and we have no legal rights.

1235. Horrendous acts of hatred and malice against innocent good people must stop.

1243. Give every member of the public the right to remedy Article 13 human rights act. Give them access to the justice system that belongs to the people, not the rich, powerful and the corrupt.
the secret society of protection for those who exploit and defraud the public in the interests of "greed".
1263. There is widespread fraud operating through the government’s legal, judicial and banking system, and the British people are its targets. There is proof.
1265. Too long has this country hid these secret agendas from the ordinary people of this land. Anything that can expose this mass fraud can only be to the good of everyone.

Supporting Grand Juries
13. A Grand Jury is a good idea.
41. The collective moral sovereignty of humans in general & of small nations in particular is systemically sat upon by these illegal protection rackets disguised in pseudo-democratic robes. The Separation of Powers is an Indian Rope Trick. A Grand-Jury must be got up on its hind legs with a view to restoring natural justice & Common Law and re-inventing the supremacy of the state over private monopoly Capital and ITS totalitarian state.
104. We are requesting for the laws of this country, that are passed for the good of the public to be upheld.

Mentioning Politics
74. The people who have committed treason by signing away the UK's sovereignty to a foreign power namely the European Union.
83. In Gordon's Britain no one is responsible and failure is rewarded.
185. Is Britain being hijacked?
225. TREASON!!!!!!
354. It’s time to change this evil corrupt system of oppressive government, (THROUGH REVOLUTION IF NECESSARY), which in any event is clear guilty of treason.
381. I contend that the rule of law has been abandoned by a kleptocratic, unrepresentative and illegitimate government. With only 40% of the public taking part in elections the majority of Britons have no say in the running of the country and the laws and taxes central government create are unpopular and contrary to the basic principle of democracy.
411. We are supposed to be a democracy, in which this sort of thing should not be allowed.
455. It is time that the Full Powers of the Crown were restored from the EU. The First Lord of the Treasury (the Prime Minister) has been responsible for the loss of multiple £billions to the unaudited accounts of the EU - 90 percent of the accounts have not been signed off for the past 15 years.
802. We deserve more openness from those who serve us. We are constantly being deprived of the truth by government. We, in Britain, are being encouraged to spy on our neighbours just like in East Germany before re-unification. Those we elect should listen to them that have entrusted them to govern us. Our laws on the rights of citizens in Great Britain date from the thirteenth century and NOBODY should have the power to institute change without consensus.
Finance and Banking

101. Bank and Insurance companies stop conning pensioners we pay up they refuse to pay up.

114. The maximum gap between the lowest deposit interest rate (incl. current account) and the highest (e.g. credit card) lending rate should be 5% for each bank or Building society.

146. At the age of 78 years I was still an angry frustrated 'young' man - then thanks to the internet I found out why - the well kept secret of the fraudulent Banking System. Voting is irrelevant under these circumstances, I will, but never successful in electing chosen candidate. Behaviour of MPs, self-satisfying, childish and at times criminal. As role models they fall flat. Blair let us down, developing own personal wellbeing. Disclose all National Banks as frauds. SamCam No thank you m'am.

157. Biggest con on humanity that ever existed and most are completely oblivious to it all.

160. Until this is done - As Elmar O'Duffy put it in 1932 - "The People will go to the Poll, imagining they're in control, when in truth they'll still dance to the tunes of finance, finding solace at times on the dole".

168. The present monetary system is the cause of the main problems facing the country. It needs to be changed as a matter of urgency.

169. I totally endorse the above, but would add a few caveats;
   1- If a government can create money, why do we need tax;
   2- A government should be a Housekeeper/ Facilitator only;
   3- ALL politicians should SIGN an "oath of office" under FULL COMMERCIAL LIABILITY and not just swear one under limited liability;
   4- ALL banks to function as a "not for profit" service industry;
   5- Equality in currencies, NO exchange rates;
   6- NO commodities markets.
   Glad to expand on points above via email. Pete


Criticising the Land Registry

1030. H.M. Land Registry register and re-register land and properties knowing the situations not right or correct. H.M. Land Registry run with conveyancing. solicitors even if they are aware the situation not right blighting third parties land and property.

1031. Part of my property and land has been falsely registered at H.M. Land Registry by third parties, with (proven) false documents and sold on.

Pointing out Child Abuse

63. My children were stolen and taken into care on an UNLAWFUL P.P.O.... that is in a judgement by Lord Justice Ryder. Lawyer Thea Henley confirms this; I submitted evidence on wed before high court judge DODDS that it has now been brought to my attention and proven by MP J HEMMINGS... there are :-GOVERNMENT ADOPTION TARGETS 2003/08. C.A.M.H.s TARGETS for traumatised
children after they have been taken into care. FINANCIAL GAIN FOR COUNCILS SS. The judge chose NOT to accept my evidence.

67. I am one of the Staffordshire Pindown institutional child abuse survivors, we have all been re-abused as adults in order to cover up the original abuse. I was psychologically tortured in the secret family courts. I would like an apology from the government for how I was treated. The MOJ were fully aware of how I was being treated.

87. I haven’t seen my children for 4 years. They are being abused and told that I am going to kidnap them and harm them by Essex social workers. This is all done under judge Plumstead. She even put me in jail for telling one of my sons I love him. There is no justice in the UK.

Support for the Petition

24. Excellent and much needed!

80. In all due respect, this petition should be granted.

162. It is clear that in British society there are those who are powerful and privileged and those who are not. The former have access to protection under the law; the latter do not. Vested interests that perpetuate divisions in our society need to be challenged. Hence my support for this petition. Gerry German; Communities Empowerment Network

204. Get this sorted out.

371. EXPOSE BLAIR’S PAEDOPHILIA SUPPORT. SEE WWW.DWPCORRUPTION.CO.UK

481. Everyone should support you. Jeff Matthews

520. Victims unite or we die trying!

742. A righteous battle.

755. The issues you are campaigning about make a huge difference to the lives of real people. It seems to me that those affected have been suffering in silence until your movement started - well done everyone, for supporting each other through your terrible ordeals and for trying to ensure it doesn’t happen to others. M.

1003. In agreement with everything that you are trying to do.

1105. I fully support this petition. Do a Google on my name (Joseph Stirling Christie) if you want to know exactly what is happening. Also learn their codes and terminology. It’s the Criminal Elite who control the Masons (their pet dogs).

1213. I agree 100% with our petition. I know masses of people who have suffered these sickening events, starting from illegal bankruptcies, through the Courts, also by insurance companies & banks. My friend even lost her livelihood through crooked Lawyers dealing with her RTA Judges also involved. Our Country has been ruined by these people, & it is about time someone takes all the skulduggery in hand.

1240. We are fighting back.

1242. If anyone would like to document this story, email me. All evidence is available. The case is live. The treatment and abuse I’ve just managed to civilise. With the help and education and patience of some wonderful people in the free community, I’m finally finding the strength to address this matter. HRH please listen to these people.
1250. Thanks to you and the Internet I’m now a much rejuvenated 78 year old. Learning of the Truth sure does frustrate. Adding a name seems a small contribution to your efforts, but....

1256. We have been deprived of justice and our rights have been trampled since becoming a tiny part of the EU rather than the great nation we were and will be again. This, if successful, will be a first step towards bringing freedom and self-respect back to our country.